Conversion Increase Results & Analysis

What do conversions look like on a typical checkout?
Independent data sourced from Formisimo, a form analytics
company used by thousands of companies globally, shows that
of the people who begin typing in a field on a checkout, just

31% end up converting.
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However, when users engage Fillr on a checkout form,

69% end up converting.
Meaning they’re 2.2x more likely to convert
than those who choose to type.2

2. Fillr users who used Fillr to fill a checkout have a conversion rate of 69% (Post-fill analytics 03/12/2017 - 04/10/2017)
versus people who begin typing in a field on a checkout have a conversion rate of 31% (Formisimo Global Checkout Funnel

Of course 100% of people on a checkout form
won’t necessarily engage Fillr. So how many will?
Aggregating data from our partner apps, typically 30% of
users will engage Fillr on a checkout form.3
So what does this look like for conversions?

3. Fillr CTA Analytics. This is an average figure and is variable depending on the app/browser

On a checkout form, if 30% of your users engage Fillr:
Conversions on a checkout in an
app with Fillr integrated

If 1000 People
reach the checkout form and tap
into a field, engaging the keyboard

30% / 300

will tap on the Fillr autofill CTA on
the keyboard3

70% / 700

will either start typing or abandon
the form

31%

69%

of these users convert/submit
the form2

207

vs

Conversions on a checkout in an
app without Fillr integrated

If 1000 People
reach the checkout form and tap
into a field, engaging the keyboard

100% / 1000

will either start typing or abandon
the form

31%

of these users convert/submit
the form1

of these users convert/submit
the form1

217

310

+

= 424

= 310

Fillr will have increased your conversions by 37%

